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Politics vs. Tank Gauging 
Which is worse for smear campaigns? 

 
 

Gauging Systems Inc. collects e-mails written by competitors to mutual and 
potential customers.  These e-mails have been given to us (by customers) to 
illustrate the false information about GSI products that are being made.  
 
Most of these e-mails are in reference to the MTG “Multi-function Tank Gauge” 
and either illustrate a general lack of understanding about tank gauging or GSI 
products, either way, most of our customers are knowledgeable and have a good 
laugh with our competitor’s efforts. 
 
Some competitor examples: 
 
Competitor: “MTG is a combination of pressure sensors and temperature sensors 
in a steel pipe.”  
 
MTG is a bottom referenced, precision machined, multi-sectional stainless steel 
probe.  It can contain multiple types of sensors, including precision absolute 
pressure transducers; Four wire, Class A or Din, 100 Ohm Platinum RTD’s; and 
other types of sensors (patented and patent(s) pending), depending on the 
customer’s data requirements, accuracy, product stored, and application. 
 
Each MTG has a sensor array (multiple sensors over the height of the probe) 
attached to a MTG transmitter that sits on top of the probe.  Multiple sensor 
arrays and transmitter cards can be contained within one physical probe.  The 
first Redundant Tank Gauge ever built was MTG-L.  It contained Five (5) 
independent sensor arrays with each having an independent MTG transmitter 
card and one hot spare transmitter card. Each of the sensor array alternates a 
sensor over the entire height of the probe (In this case 250’ (76.2m) height x 100’ 
(30.48m)).  If multiple sensors or transmitter cards had failed, the gauge would 
still work and provide Volume to custody transfer accuracy (API MPMS 
16.2).  The level accuracy of the 250’ MTG-L was tested and passed to Custody 
Transfer accuracy under API MPMS 3.1B, temperature under API MPMS 7.4, 
and unauthorized movement using Mass Sensitivity at 3.6 gallons on a 3,000,000 
gallon tank (Note: The pre-existing Servo Tank Gauge took 78 gallons to show a 
single (Level) movement. Tests have also been made with the MTG and Radar 
Tank Gauges with similar results, i.e., tested RTG’s do not have the sensitivity 
required for unauthorized movement (Leak detection).  Note: Further claims by 
our competitor of manufacturing the first redundant tank gauge is false. 
 
This competitor also claimed “I have not run across MTG as a competitor in one 
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single project in my area on the west coast.”  
 
At that time the 20 MTG-L’s mentioned above were located within fifteen (15) 
miles of the customer receiving this e-mail and another 23 MTG’s within Five (5) 
miles.  In addition, at the time GSI had over 400+ installed and working MTG’s in 
this sales manager’s territory. 
 
The competitor claimed “Basically it is a HTG system where all the sensors are 
inside the tank, submerged in the liquid product.”   
 
False, most of the MTG sensors are located within the tank, but to calculate 
CSTh (Shell correction), FRA (Floating Roof Adjustment), GOV (Gross Observed 
Volume), VCF (Volume Correction Factor), GSV (Gross Standard Volume), NSV 
(Net Standard Volume), and WIV (Weight in Vacuum) correctly, you need to have 
sensors mounted in Vapor space and Ambient space (outside the tank). 
 
The MTG technology uses these dry pressure transducers to measure and 
calculate Ambient Pressure, Ambient Air Temperature, Ambient Air Density, 
along with the multiple sensors within the tank to measure Mass, Level, Multi-
density strata & Average product density, Multi-point spot temperature & Average 
product temperature, and Total Water (Free, Emulsified, & Entrained), i.e., others 
do not calculate these parameters or measure them incorrectly, thus adding to 
cumulative error measurement of Volume. 
 
Note: MTG uses the sensors mounted in vapor and ambient space for self-
calibration of all pressure transducers, vapor emission monitoring, tank over 
pressure and tank vacuum condition, gas blanket monitoring, pressure relief vent 
monitoring, and other patent pending applications.  Monitoring the weather, air 
quality, snow or rain weight on the roof, gauger on the roof, etc. are not out of the 
question with MTG. 
 
The point made of most sensors being in the tank and most submerged in the 
liquid product, is one of the greatest features of the MTG “Multi-function Tank 
Gauge”.  First, other than for Level measurement, all parameters for Volume 
calculation are made by instruments in the liquid product, i.e., Temperature, 
Density, and Water measurement. 
 
Competitor: “I think if anybody has been through the pros and cons of HTG” – 
This unfinished sentence implies what?    

 The original HTG systems designed in the early 80’s used three non-
absolute pressure transducers, two mounted off of pipe legs on the side of 
the tank (one just below the pull out line, one 1/5 up the wall of the tank, 
and one on the tank roof). 
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MTG uses 5 - 12 pressure sensors (standard) mounted at precisely known 
locations in a bottom referenced probe within the tank (i.e., an almost perfect 
Climate chamber). A double O-Ring seal on the slip flange and magnetic footer 
maintains the MTG’s vertical position and location. 

 With original HTG design, a transducer required a block off valve from the 
tank (for frequent calibration), heat blanket or trace (to emulate in tank 
conditions, decrease the thermal temperature gradient of the outside 
weather, the wing effect of the wind around the tank, and tubing to 
stabilize the non-absolute pressure transducers used).   

MTG is self-calibrating (patented) using the vapor sensor as a reference. No 
outside mounted sensor problem (outside temperature gradient, wing effect will 
influence these absolute pressure sensors).  MTG can be mounted within or 
without a (slotted or non-slotted) gauge well.  If mounted within a gauge well, a 
gauge hatch is mounted next to the MTG for manual reference measurement of 
all Volume calculation parameters (Level, Temperature, Density, & Water) to 
allow for MTG calibration and verification of the MTG’s accuracy 
 
Note: Unlike the RTG technology our competitor was suggesting, the RTG takes 
up the entire gauge well and makes it impossible to take manual reference 
measurements from the same reference point and media for calibration and 
accuracy verification of level.  For Volume additional instruments are located 
away from the gauge well, again, where the manual reference measurements are 
not taken, thus cumulative measurement error occurs.    

 With HTG only two pressure transducers are in product, only one density 
strata could be measured (only average or reference density). HTG 
needed over 1/5th of the tank filled (past the second transducer) to 
calculate usable density, mass, and level.   

MTG is engineered to provide as many precision absolute pressure transducers 
as needed to properly measure parameters (Temperature, Density, & Water 
stratification) for the application (Blending, Mixing, Heating, etc.) to the customers 
required accuracy. MTG minimum number of sensors is five (5) with one in the 
vapor space and four (4) below the maximum fill, thus three (3) density strata are 
being measured when the tank is full as compared with HTG. 

 With traditional HTG, the density within the pipe legs didn’t reflect the 
density of the product within the tank unless it was emptied and then filled. 

The MTG is mounted within the tank at the point of the reference measurement 
to avoid cumulative measurement area due to differing product characteristics at 
multiple measurement locations within the tank.  
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 Since HTG pressure transducers were mounted on the shell of the tank, 
error occurred from Shell movement. Not to mention the cost of Hot 
tapping entries on the side of the tank. 

The MTG is bottom referenced and not directly attached to the roof. The 
mounting (Slip) flange provides two (2) O-rings to seal around the MTG, but 
allows it to move vertically based upon the bottom reference point.  MTG can 
also be provided with an optional (patented) TBMI “Tank bottom (roof) movement 
indicator” (manual or remote reading). It measures the amount of tank bottom or 
roof movement from reference point during a tank filling or emptying. MTG uses 
one tank top flanged entry into the tank. 

 The sideways orientation of the pressure transducer on the pipe leg. The 
vertical actuation point on a diaphragm of a HTG pressure transducer is 
not always linear.   

The MTG pressure sensors are mounted horizontally (facing downward) to know 
precisely when the transducer is actuated and use a (patented) slope degree 
range to allow air bubbles off the diaphragm. All of the probe sections are 
precision machined, accurately measured, and entered into the tank parameter 
data in the transmitter card. Thus, the exact sensor height, mounting slope, or 
actuation point in known. 

 The traditional HTG systems did not include instrumentation for water 
measurement or used for only clean product. Note: volume and product 
quality from traditional HTG can be off with any water content. 

Volume by Hydrostatic Method (API MPMS 16.2) includes water 
measurement.  MTG provides the measurement of Total Water (Free water, 
Emulsified water, and Entrained water) and also provides multi-strata density 
(specific gravity) for determining product quality.  Any stratification of Density, 
Water, or Temperature of liquid over the tank height is known. MTG is not limited 
and works in a variety of clean and dirty products (crude oil, lubricant additives, 
gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, etc.).   
 
Additionally, MTG gives you the ability to monitor in real time the product quality 
(Specific Gravity and Total Water) at the top, middle, and bottom of the tank prior 
to transfer of product in accordance to API Standards. 
 
Competitor: “HTG always had Inaccurate Level measurement.” 
 
Level in an HTG system is based upon the span distance between pressure 
transducers and the pressure transducers accuracy, etc.  By mounting two 
pressure transducers a fifth of the tank height apart and the other physical 
mounting inaccuracies, Level on traditional HTG systems is extremely 
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inaccurate.  
 
However, MTG on the same tank with 5-12 pressure sensors will provide level to 
custody transfer/inventory/or process accuracy to meet the customer’s 
requirements or specification. Volume to custody transfer accuracy by both 
Hydrostatic and Hybrid Method. 
 
Competitor: “HTG was popular in the 1980’s. Since then this technology has died 
out.” 

The use of traditional HTG has diminished over the years due to poor 
engineering design of most HTG systems, including this Competitor's own 
company.  GSI manufactures a version of the MTG for simple Hydrostatic 
applications called HTP 3050 “Hydrostatic Tank Probe” or the Redundant HTP 
3055 “Tank Gauge and Overfill Protection”.  The HTP is designed using the 
Physics, benefits and capabilities of the MTG technology. 
 
Competitor: “Typically, MTG is OK for mass measurement, however, for level 
gauging it will not perform well.” 
 
MTG “Multi-function Tank Gauge” is more accurate in the determination of 
Volume by both Hydrostatic Method and Hybrid Method. If I examine all required 
parameters needed for the calculation of Volume, MTG 3018 provides them and 
others do not. 
 
If you buy and sell petroleum product by Volume, why is this company’s first 
response always “Level”. MTG meets or exceeds API MPMS 3.1 Standard for 
Level Measurement. 
 
If Level was the only parameter a company did well, then we would probably 
push it too. Some currently used tank gauge technologies were not invented as 
tank gauges, but have since been shoe horned into tank gauging applications. 
Some instrument technologies show faults or are not as accurate in the 
measurement of specific parameters used in the calculation of volume. Still other 
manufacturers and their consultants have lobbied to change standards to get 
around their own ATG solutions weaknesses (Reference (average) density, free 
water, RTD placement, etc.).  
 
MTG was designed for tank gauging, our second generation provides more 
accurate and usable data from a tank gauge than any technology before it; 

 Loss Control - Accurate Inventory, Product quality, 

 Safety & Environmental - Overfill Protection, Tank Over-Pressure, Tank 
Vacuum, Gas Blanket Monitoring, Pressure Relief Vent Monitoring, 
Unauthorized Movement (Leak Detection, Theft, etc.) 
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 Operations - Product quality and capabilities; Product stratification 
(Temperature, Density, & Water), Tank over heating (Product discolored), 
In-tank Blending (by volume or percentage), Water removal or Tank 
settling (when to use de-emulsifiers), AC usage for Mixers, Heaters (when 
to use and for how long), Settling time from blending or mixing (Tank 
utilization, line or load scheduling), etc. 

The MTG only requires one tank entry (with or without a gauge well, based up 
tank type).  For the MTG 3012 only one (1) I.S. electrical connection for both 
signal and power is required.  For the MTG 3018 Redundant Tank Gauge & 
Overfill Protection, two (2) fully independent I.S. electrical connections for both 
signal and power are required. 

The payback on investment on the MTG 3018 “Multi-function Tank Gauge & 
Overfill Protection” is clear, i.e., what is the cost of a tank clean-up from an over 
pressure or vacuum rupture?  Starting with Tank structural damage, Loss of 
product, clean up, and Fines because RTG doesn’t provide protection against 
these conditions?  
 
What is the cost of a tank leak clean-up if your tank gauge isn’t sensitive enough 
to see the leak? 
 
How many PAD credits are used on Vapor Emissions from your tank farm?  Is it 
better to have all the measured parameters available or use a SWAG method of 
calculation? 
 
What do you pay for buying or manufacturing inferior product quality? 
 
Simply put, The MTG 3018 does more than any SIL 2 rated tank gauge ever 
manufactured, including reliability, safety, and accuracy. 


